The prefrontal cortex (PFC) represents and executes the highest forms of goal-directed behavior, and has thereby attained a central neuroanatomical position in most pathophysiological conceptualizations of motivational disorders, including alcohol use disorder (AUD). Excessive, intermittent exposure to alcohol produces an allostatic dysregulation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis along with heightened forebrain glucocorticoid signaling that can damage PFC architecture and function. Negative affective states intimately associated with the transition to alcohol dependence result not only from a dysregulated HPA axis, but also from the inability of a damaged PFC to regulate subcortical stress and reinforcement centers, including the ventral striatum and amygdala. Several cognitive symptoms commonly associated with severe AUD, ranging from poor risk management to the cognitive/affective dimension of pain, are probably mediated by altered function of key anatomical elements that modulate PFC executive function, including contributions from the cingulate cortex and insula. Future therapeutic strategies for severe AUD should focus on attenuating the deleterious effects of excessive stress hormone activity on cognitive/affective and motivational behaviors gated by the PFC. can be conceptualized as a chronic, relapsing disease characterized by the emergence of negative emotional states (e.g., dysphoria, anxiety, pain) and a profound narrowing of motivation toward the escalation of alcohol intake [2]. Consequently, the progression from recreational, limited consumption to uncontrolled, escalated drinking is proposed to involve a transition from positive to negative reinforcement mechanisms. In some cases, powerful negative subjective experiences can precede (e.g., post-traumatic stress disorder) or accompany (e.g., chronic pain) excessive alcohol drinking, and can themselves have a powerful influence on reward and reinforcement mechanisms, possibly facilitating the transition to dependence in vulnerable individuals [3,4]. This review focuses on a conceptualization of our understanding of prefrontal cortex (PFC) neuroadaptation as cause and consequence of alcohol dependence based on its central role in regulating a multitude of limbic and executive functions [5 ]. Many of these functions are mediated via complex information processing within several key frontocortical areas, often in association with an executive regulation of subcortical circuitry and broader somatic physiological states. In healthy individuals, these interactive mechanisms between brain and body are facilitated via adaptive and homeostatic stress hormone function. On the basis of its principle regulation of and particular vulnerability to systemic stress signaling, the PFC has been hypothesized to drive the emerging allostatic dysregulation of brain stress and reinforcement systems that promote the alcohol-dependent state [6 ].
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Prefrontal cortex vulnerability in the manifestation of alcohol use disorder
Recent epidemiological data incorporating DSM-V criteria indicated that 13.9% of the U.S. population met the criteria for alcohol use disorder (AUD) over the past year [1]. Alcohol dependence (or severe alcohol use disorder) can be conceptualized as a chronic, relapsing disease characterized by the emergence of negative emotional states (e.g., dysphoria, anxiety, pain) and a profound narrowing of motivation toward the escalation of alcohol intake [2] . Consequently, the progression from recreational, limited consumption to uncontrolled, escalated drinking is proposed to involve a transition from positive to negative reinforcement mechanisms. In some cases, powerful negative subjective experiences can precede (e.g., post-traumatic stress disorder) or accompany (e.g., chronic pain) excessive alcohol drinking, and can themselves have a powerful influence on reward and reinforcement mechanisms, possibly facilitating the transition to dependence in vulnerable individuals [3, 4] . This review focuses on a conceptualization of our understanding of prefrontal cortex (PFC) neuroadaptation as cause and consequence of alcohol dependence based on its central role in regulating a multitude of limbic and executive functions [5 ] . Many of these functions are mediated via complex information processing within several key frontocortical areas, often in association with an executive regulation of subcortical circuitry and broader somatic physiological states. In healthy individuals, these interactive mechanisms between brain and body are facilitated via adaptive and homeostatic stress hormone function. On the basis of its principle regulation of and particular vulnerability to systemic stress signaling, the PFC has been hypothesized to drive the emerging allostatic dysregulation of brain stress and reinforcement systems that promote the alcohol-dependent state [6 ] .
Influence of excessive alcohol exposure and stress hormones on prefrontal function
A role for central stress hormone and neuropeptide signaling has emerged as a conceptual bridge between chronic alcohol exposure, affective and cognitive disruption, and propensity to relapse to excessive drinking patterns. As the key integrative link between central brain and systemic stress adaptation, the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis is responsible for initiating the physiological stress response in mammals. This response is regulated by negative and positive feedback mechanisms, where glucocorticoids (GCs) released from the adrenal gland can inhibit or stimulate (respectively) their own genomic and non-genomic actions by binding to glucocorticoid receptors (GRs) in the brain [7, 8] . Moderate to high levels of GRs are located throughout PFC areas, and these regulate the HPA axis in a subregion-dependent manner. Lesions
